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Central to the science fiction writing of H.G.Wells is a remarkable clash of culture
he presents through situating the most otherworldly events within the tranquil
setting of suburban late Victorian or Edwardian England. We are treated to a time
machine in Richmond, a Martian landing near Woking, and flying machines in Wimbledon. The theme for science fiction is often very simple - something happens, and
that something creates shockwaves that resonate throughout society. It is the big
‘what if’ that provides the inspiration.
For artists referencing science fiction, this leap of faith provides a useful point of departure. If the grand narrative of science proper is one of empirical debate and a history of experimentation handing down the information that we need to understand
our world and make it better, then the contribution of science fiction opens up such
an area for speculative investigation, towards the visionary and purely subjective.
Taking a simple conceit as a starting point, The Thing is The Thing is an exhibition
that seeks to explore these relationships in the context of the work of seven con-
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temporary artists from London. Two key themes run throughout the show, one the
formalist principles of modernism in terms of colour, pattern and form, re-examined
in the context of science, technology or architecture; alongside are iconographic
representations of fictitious modernist structures, or culturally-mediated and personal reinterpretations of images and objects from science and technology. None
of the artists trace a linear path back to an earlier exploration of related subject
matter. All have allowed the complex nature of modernity, with its conflicting signs
and signifiers, to infuse their work a poetic and resonant quality.
As a project, this exhibition started with a very small and simple idea from thinking
about Sci Fi films and late-modernist sculpture and painting of the 1960s.The monolith at the beginning of Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey; the biomorphic extraterrestrial monsters in John Carpenter’s The Thing, but also the polemical debates
of minimalism and particularly the work of Frank Stella, Donald Judd and Robert
Morris.The thing in this context becomes an object of speculation, charged through
its restrained form and pseudo-apocalyptic endgame arguments. The thing arrives
remains a constant both in architecture and film, as well as modern art. Through
minimalism it was part of a rigorous purification of aesthetics; 40 years on it forms
part of the continuation of a broader model for social change, as seen in the remod-
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eling of cities through ‘spaceship’ architecture landing in unlikely locations, as seen
in Bilbao with the Guggenheim.
It is customary in exhibitions on art and science, and there have been a few, to reference examples such as the meeting of Galileo with the English poet John Milton.
History is so peppered with such pairings that for this project I wanted something
less definable in linear terms and more personal in orientation, to couple with an
underlying interest in technology, science fiction or the modernist aesthetic. In this
context the exhibition could be described as much as an exploration of the inner
world of artistic inspiration, as the outer world of empirically sourced data. For artists, the thing that most concerns them is how to make new work that is original
and different. Knowledge is everywhere, but how to use it constructively without
repetition or pastiche is the key. For the contemporary artist, both science and
science fiction present a world that quickly becomes an area of exploration and
research - a pseudo-fantasy that seduces through a combination of mystery, beauty
and spectacle.
Perhaps a key point can be located in the early years of the C20th when Dadaist
methodologies led artists such as Picabia or Duchamp to look at technical drawings of car engines and see beauty in an invention that was already changing the
world. The resulting machine paintings, and most notably Duchamp’s ‘Large Glass’
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(1923), are not de-humanised representations devoid of emotion or feeling, but explorations of erotic fantasies and emotional states through a language of machinery,
which is depicted as only one stage removed from human form. “Giving plastic reality to inner states of the mind” was Picabia’s 1913 description of the aim of modern
painting. Through these works, a model for organic and inorganic transformation
was established that has echoes throughout art of the C20th, and a relationship to
science that was both personal and idiosyncratic.
The artists in this exhibition share this quizzical interest in the transformative nature of everyday objects and images, from the recycled plastic ephemera of Stewart
Gough’s sculptures to the purist aesthetic of Julian Hughes Watts digital animations. The resulting work is imbued with a poetic resonance and articulation that
transcends the origin of materials. Terms like ‘techno-sublime’ have been used to
describe a similar process of assimilation, suggesting that the production of art naturally leads to a higher level of experience that sits within a tradition that can be
linked to Romantic Art of C19th.
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And what of suburbia? All the artists live and work in London, though not all live in
the suburbs. It is clear that the city has been a significant influence on their practice,

provoking a response to either successful or failed attempts at urban planning, that
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at times are not far short of Sci Fi montages. In this context J.G.Ballard is interesting
to think about, sitting in his Shepperton semi writing tales of dystopian modernity
that struck a chord with artists, writers and musicians. He wanted to connect with
the everyday lives of people through his experience of an ordinary world around
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him, and needed his 1930s bricks and mortar to fire his imagination. Artists, too,
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need a primary experience upon which to reflect and respond, but also a connection with culture and knowledge that helps locate them within their environment,
as both science and science fiction can.
Benet Spencer, October 2011
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